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WIILIAM J. HOWES
(Ninth and final installment)
FIG. 3. ELA80ItATElY DECORATED STRAIGHT CHAMIC PIPE, found
in Coanecticut--from "Abor~inal Pottery of E....m Uni... States"
by W. H. Holmes, 1899.
Fragments of several pipes were found by
W. S. Rodiman in the Northampton meadows (Fig.
6). Of these, the decorated sherds indicate that
design work covered most of the bowl. Motifs
consist of dentate platted, and chevrons with a
linear incised band of fine stylus cut lines surmount-
ing the dentate treatment on one. The rim of #3
appears to have been pentagonal in shape, which
became rounded toward the ba~ of the bowl. A
complete stem of one pipe #1 is unusually long,
whose cross section shows a flat base extending
some distance from the bowl. The pipe stem hole
is off center, which suggests an elbow, rather than
a straight type of pipe.
Elbow pipes embellished with simple design
motifs probably indicate an advance from plain
finished specimens; were made, no doubt, toward
the close of Stage 2 and through Stage 3 ceramics.
Two notaWe examples are illustrated (Fig. 7).
Specimen #1 is from South Hadley Falls, Mass., and
is in the Museum of Natural History, Springfield,
Mass., catalogue #2510. Specimen #2 is from South
Windsor, Conn.; a part of the C. W. Vibert col-
lection.
(Effigy ceramic pipes are probably not of New
England manufacture. They are frequently found
in New York State associated with remains of vari-
ous Iroquoian tribal groups, as shown by (Fig. 8),
and are presumed to be of their invention-Ed.).
A remarkable recovery of an effigy pipe was
made in New England (Fig. 9), elaborately deco-
rated. It was found in 1936 by William Lamb
between the Connecticut River and old Hoccanum
I ,.
1--__ ----''--- I ..... c· ......... --"'---------'
Editor's Note: This report of Mr. Howes is accom-
panied by many of his fine illustrations. As his comments
concerning them are limited, they have been extensively
edited to bring them up to date without changing his line
of thought, so as to form a more instructive analysi.\· of
ceramic pipe making in New England - referred to by
Howes, culturally, as Algonquian. (Holmes' straight pipe,
the Hadley and New York State effigy pipes, the Plymouth
and small sized pipes are illustrations by the Editor.)
In 1899, W. H. Holmes illustrated an unusually
fine straight pipe, highly decorated, in his
"Aboriginal Pottery of the United States" (Fig. 3).
It was found in Connecticut, and is believed to
represent a late production, even though early in
type, because it is ornamented with incised design
motifs characteristic of Stage 3 ceramics.
Evidence so far uncovered indicates that early
ceramic pipe making of New England extended into
Maine. Early pipes have plain surfaces with no
decorative design features. In shape they are known
as straight pipes. They have a large bore for the
bowl, which sometimes tapers quickly to a small
hole at the stem end. At other times, the bowl bore
opens into a short uniform stem perforation (Fig. 1,
#1, 2), (Fig. 2, #1). Their forms appear somewhat
conical with rounded ends, and at times are slightly
curved into an almost inperceptible obtuse angle.
With the development of skill acquired in
making straight pipes, potters began to experiment
by tipping the bowl up at an obtuse angle, which
sometimes reached almost a right angle (Fig 1,
#3-5), (Fig. 2, #2). The stem was often short, but
occasionally was somewhat extended. One recovery
from Chicopee in the Connecticut Valley, seem-
ingly a crude and heavy early elbow type has a
bowl rim that flares or projects %," (Fig. 4). While
this specimen has decorative scoring under the rim,
most pipes of this type are plain (Fig. 1, #6, 7).
They effect graceful and flowing lines from stem
to bowl rim. Apparently, they indicate a departure
from the plain type witho~t a rim flange, as though
they were being shaped for aesthetic reasons.
Probably, they are the work of more skillful artisans
and represent an advance in styling. A good
example of this plain, rim-flaring type is a pipe .
from the Holyoke area, shown here in four different
positions (Fig. 5).
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4 MASSACHUSETTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Road in Hadley, Mass. Seemingly, it is of Iroquoian-
Mohawk production (Otstungo site, as has been sug-
gested by a reliable source). Mohawk raids were
made upon the River Indian settlements in the
Connecticut Valley before and after the coming of
the Pilgrims, and it is believed that entire Mohawk
families encamped in the Valley for short periods
of time. Therefore, it seems probable that this
pipe was of Mohawk source, either imported, or
made at the Hadley site on some raiding sojourn.
The workmanship of the pipe is executed with
extreme skill and patient care, so that all indenta-
tions and stylus markings are of uniform width
meticulously separated from each other. Only a
proficient artist having a proper sense of proportion




CO........~CTICUT VALL~Y ~LGONqUJ<"IN PrpE:.
T.J.LVMc:.H ~Xt1itBIT-XOL.""'OKe:1-1 e1CtA'RY MUSI![I"JM COL-L..cTION
FIG. 4
APPENDIX
Editor's Notes: In May 1959, an unusual
recovery was made at the Nook site in Plymouth,
Mass. Edward Bielski, a member of the Massachu-
setts Archaeological Society, while excavating a
refuse pit in which appeared many broken and
some whole shells along with other refuse
material, uncovered two pipes lying close together,
f!LGONQLJIAN PIPE
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FIG. 9. EFFIGY CERAMIC PIPE, Hadley, Mass.
The ceramic specimen is not decorated and is
rudely constructed. Its paste has shell temper for a
binder. Its thick stem is perforated for 1" with a
uniform W' square hole with no taper, an unusual
feature, as stem holes of ceramic pipes are usually
round. The pipe bowl has a 1" diameter opening,
and a cavity about H" deep.
The stone elbow specimen has a 1~" stem
through which is drilled a ~2" diameter hole. This
tapers to about *" diameter where it perforates
the bowl, which has a 1" diameter opening at its
mouth. The bowl's interior has been ground with
vertical strokes to reduce walls to a J{/' uniform
thickness.
A possible conclusion to be reached, as a
result of this discovery, would seem to confirm
Howe's statement that the straight pipe was the
first ceramic type to be constructed. For instance,
it is known that elbow stone chlorite pipes with
stem and bowl as one unit were being made at the




.sOUTH tt.l"l OLEY 'Fi"'lLL5
evidently a part of the pit's contents. One was
a ceramic straight type, the other a stone elbow
type made of chlorite. Because of their position in
the same refuse pit, it must be assumed that they
were used contemporaneously (Fig. 10) .
FIG. 8. EFFIGY TRUMPET CERAMIC PIPE (restored), from Rochester,
N. Y., courtesy J. J. Clancy.
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FIG. 10. PIPES OF CERAMIC AND STONE-found together in
refuse pit containing shell, Plymouth, Mass.
FIG. 11. SMALL STONE AND CERAMIC PIPES. 1, Steatite (restored),
Titicut, Mass.; 2, Ceramic, Ford Site, Mass.; 3, Ceramic (restored),
Rock Shelter. R. I.
3
2
that the drilling was done with a small stick drill of
suitable dimensions oscillated between the hands
with fine sand used as an abrasive. This method of
stick-and-sand drilling has been tried experimentally
by the writer in perforating a stone pipe stem with
excellent results, closely resembling that of the
Plymouth pipe.
The presence of a square perforation in the
stem of the ceramic straight pipe is somewhat more
difficult to explain; customarily, the hole is round.
It may well be that this strange phenomenon offers
evidence to show that in the case of a ceramic pipe
the stem perforation was not made by drilling, but
rather by molding. That is, a small stick may have
been inserted in the wet clay. while the stem was
shaped around it. When the pipe was fired, the
stick was consumed and reduced to ashes, which
could then easily have been pushed out after cool-
ing. In this Plymouth pipe, obviously, a square
stick must have been employed as the mold; and
there is no mark to indicate it was drawn out
before firing.
Attention should also be called to the frequent
occurrence of relatively small pipes, both of stone
as well as of clay (Fig. 11). While only elbow
specimens are illustrated, platform pipes, also, were
made in small sizes. The length of these pipes
usually measures only 2" or a little more, and the
bowl aperture is relatively constricted, so that con-
sumption of the smoking weed - whatever it
was - must have been limited.
Stratj;ht Ceramic
Pip" - and {'ross
S"Cft"tJfl Vi"w
.',E/ooUJ ChltJrde Pipe
and Crosy Sect/on Il,"'w
during the advent of pottery making, and on into
ceramic Stage 2, (Sweet-Meadow Brook Site, Rhode
Island) . It is also known from evidence uncovered
at this site that shell for pottery temper was not
successfully utilized until the beginning of Stage 2
manufacture. Before this at the end of Stage 1 it
was used only experimentally. Therefore, it may
be deduced that this Plymouth straight pipe repre-
sents one of the first successful ceramic pipe accom-
plishments of Stage 2 potters, at the beginning of
the period when shell began to be employed for
temper. It must have happened at a time when the
earlier traditional stone elbow pipe was being
replaced less frequently than when soapstone quar-
ries were in full operation, and when men no doubt
were clamoring for a substitute made from clay.
It is worth noting that the stem perforation
of the stone pipe tapers toward the bowl and is
uniformly smooth throughout. There is nothing to
indicate that drilling was accomplished with a
stone drill, which would most certainly have left
drill marks from its uneven chipped edges. There-
fore, this seems to present the best evidence possible
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FIG. 12. CHLORITE PLATFORM PIPE (semi.finished). I, Partly
pecked-out shape, drilled, but not scraped smooth: 2, Cro.. section
view, showing character of drilling.
cate that all pipe makers were not careful, perhaps
for lack of skill, to reduce stem drilling to small
proportions, even though insertion of reed stems
was not contemplated.
Of the two ceramic illustrations (Fig. 11), #2
was recovered at the Ford site on Lake Winne-
cunnet, Norton, Mass. Its exact stratigraphic loca-
tion, however, is unknown, since it appeared in the
excavation of a cottage. It is now in the Bronson
Museum. As it displays aesthetic contours not
ordinarily found in most pipes, the result of skill
acquired over years of pottery experience, it should
doubtless represent latter day ceramic effort.
Ceramic pipe #3 was recovered from a rock shelter,
East Greenwich, R. 1., and is now in the collection
of David H. Straight, East Greenwich, R. 1. It
appeared deep in loam accumulation inside the
shelter on about the same level with an eared #2
broad blade point. Further, the broken remains
of an undecorated cord-marked outside, smooth
inside pot of Stage 2 was found just outside the
shelter. Therefore, it is probable that the pipe
belongs to the beginning of Stage 2 pottery making.
Since it has been suggested by the Plymouth recov-
ery, already referred to, that straight ceramic pipes
came first, it may be concluded that ceramic pipe
#3 belongs to the middle period of clay pipe-making
by New England potters, before plain lines were




In making stone pipes of small proportions,
greater care was required than for larger ones in the
final abrading of pipe-form to desired shapes. How-
ever, bowl reaming and stem drilling was no more
difficult. In the case of specimen #1 of soapstone,
all traces of circular reaming of the bowl have
apparently been eliminated by vertical abrasion. In
effect, there appear vertical ridges as though caused
by some tool having been worked with an up-and-
down movement. The stem drilling is smooth and
uniform with a slight taper toward the bowl: addi-
tional evidence to support the stick-and-sand
method of stem perforation by abrasion. This pipe
was excavated at Titicut, West Bridgewater, Mass.,
from subsoil at junction of loamI in the Stone Bowl
horizon; is now in the Bronson' Museum.
Still another example of stone pipe making is
shown by a semi-finished platform pipe made of
chlorite. Its greenish shade and degree of impurity
content seem to indicate its source as being the
Oaklawn steatite quarry of Rhode Island. It was
found years ago, about 1900, lying in frost-heaved
soil at the base of a large chestnut tree on the high
south bank of the Pawtuxet River, Centerdale, R. 1.
This is not far from the Oaklawn quarry from
which it probably came. It is now a part of the
Hudson collection, Phoenix, R. 1., and is illustrated
(Fig. 12), by courtesy of John B. Hudson.
Several features of this pipe are worth noting,
as they contribute to our growing knowledge con-
cerning the manufacture of stone pipes. First, note
that the drilling of bowl and stem is completed, and
the pipe is .in the process of being pecked into a
platform shape: stem has been successtully formed,
while the opposite handle end has just been started.
Second, observe the drilling used in perforating the
stem. This tapers evenly from 'Jg" to %" with smooth
walls, in'dicating again the stick-and-sand method
of drilling by abrasion - a stone drill would have
left circular ridges, and taper would have been
less pronounced with uneven walls. Third, the
bowl appears to have been reamed out with the
same stick-and sand 'drilling as for the stem: the
diameter at its base is the same as that of the stem.
However, after drilling, it was made wider at its
mouth by vertical abrasion with some suitable
implement, indicated by vertical striations on
interior walls of the bowl. It seems unlikely that a
reed was intended to be inserted in the stem's large
aperture, since the end is not truncated, but has its
edges worked down, instead. This seems to indi-




.Much effort has gone into careful excavation
of New England habitation sites of early man over
the past twenty years by members of the Massachu-
setts Archaeological Society and others. Various
culture levels have been laboriously scraped down
by trowel or other similar implements. As a result
of this work, a great deal has been learned about
the goings and comings of aboriginal peoples in the
area, and many scientific accounts of them have
been written and published. Knowledge so far
gained has developed mostly as a result of analytical
study of recovered artifacts as to their appearance,
stratigraphic position of deposition in the ground,
and in some cases as to their occurrence on similar
levels suggesting coeval relationship. Ceramic re-
mains during the last cultural period of about 1300
years, when pots were made from clay, have
furnished valuable seriated data for the age. The
deepest excavated pottery type denotes the earliest
ceramic stage, while three others appearing in upper
strata indicate later stages of development.
It is this last culture period of ceramics with
which this paper is concerned. More specifically,
it attempts to show the chronological position in the
period of certain lithic traits, as related to the four
ceramic stages. Evidence of these has been care-
fully recorded at various excavated sites, as noted
in the following section. Weare presenting this
evidence as brought to our attention over the past
number of years, and do not claim to have it all. It
is, of course, possible that subsequent discoveries
may alter or add to the knowledge already acquired.
For the present, at least, the attached chart will
serve to establish trends, which can only approxi-
mate the truth; can never reveal exact areas of
coeval existence due to much overlapping of traits.
However, it is possible to denote with some
degree of accuracy those lithic traits having a Stone
Bowl (Late Archaic) provenience. And by com-
paring these with all others originating during the
evolution of ceramics, it is possible to make certain
postulations as presented in the Conclusion.
EVIDENCE FOR POSITION OF LITHIC
TRAITS IN CERAMIC TIMES
The position and duration in the Ceramic Age
(Woodland) of the lithic traits as herein listed and
appearing in the accompanying chart is based on
excavated evidence and logical reasoning. Sites
referred to are: Potter Pond, South Kingston, R. 1.;
Green Point, Saunderstown, R. 1.; Sweet-Meadow
Brook, Apponaug, R. 1.; Twin Rivers, Lincoln, R. 1.;
Wapanucket 6, Middleboro, Mass.; Titicut, West
Bridgewater, Mass.; and Oaklawn Quarry, Oaklawn,
R. 1.; Ragged Mountain Quarry, Peoples' State
Forest, Conn.; Millbury Quarry, Millbury, Mass.;
aboriginal steatite (soapstone) quarries.
At all these sites except the quarries, a ceramic
horizon appeared, separated from and just above
that of the Stone Bowl horizon. At Twin Rivers, it
was identifiable by ceramic lithic traits similar to
those at pottery sites, and at the remaining three
pottery camp sites, by potsherds and quantities of
shellfish remains. At the three quarry sites, no
ceramic evidence appeared in association with
quarry remains. Here, certain projectile points
were recovered in situ connected with quarry work-
ings, which indicate a pre-ceramic position for this
industrial culture. Over the past number of years,
reports of these sites have been published in either
American Antiquity, or Bulletins of the Massachu-
setts and Connecticut Archaeological Societies.
Therefore, mention of certain evidence from ~em
as presented in this report should be considered as
well established without further explanation.
Evidence in this section has been charted in
graph form with vertical marks showing duration of
trait incidences through one or more ceramic
evolutionary stages (Fig. 13). Of course, it is impos-
sible to be sure in anyone instance of the exact
duration of trait incidence in a ceramic stage. To
attempt such a hairline analysis would produce
nothing but confusion, because peoples in all locali-
ties, even of such a relatively small area as New
England, could not possibly have acted simulta-
neously in acquiring new traits, or discontinuing old
ones. Therefore, a trait has been charted as occupy-
ing an entire ceramic stage with which it has been
found to be associated. While this study is admit-
tedly lacking in time refinement, it should serve in a
broad way, at least, to indicate relative positions of
the various traits analyzed, as to the order of their
use in anyone of the four different ceramic stages.
EARED POINT #2 (broad blade). This trait first
appears in the Stone Bowl hori~on at all excavated
camp sites, and at Ragged Mountain; apparently
continued in use during advent of ceramics, for it
occurs in a Stage 1 refuse pit at Green Point and in
Stage 1 horizon at Sweet-Meadow Brook.
This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic reproduction, re-distribution,  
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LARGE TRIANGULAR POINT. This point, 1~"
or more in width, appears first associated with the
start of Stage 2 horizon at Sweet-Meadow Brook
and continues throughout Stage 3 at that site. Also,
it is present in a refuse pit with Stage 2 pot, corner-
notched point, and a decorated elbow ceramic pipe
off Barrington Pkwy., East Providence, R. I.
SMALL TRIANGULAR POINT. This trait, 1W'
in width or less, has its origin at all sites in the
Stone Bowl horizon and is found at Wapanucket 6;
also is at Ragged Mountain and Oaklawn. It con-
tinues throughout ceramic times; is in Stages 1, 2,
and 3 at Sweet-Meadow Brook, and through the
four ceramic stages at Green Point and Potter Pond.
SMALL STEM POINT. With a length of less than
1W', this point occurs first in the Stone Bowl horizon
at all site excavations, and at Wapanucket 6; also is
at Ragged Mountain, and Millbury. It seems to
have been a popular arrow point that remained in
use through historic days. Champlain reports an
arrow, which pierced his neck in a Huron-Iroquois
engagement in 1604, was tipped with a small stone
point. It appeared in evidence throughout three
ceramic stages at Sweet-Meadow Brook, and all
four stages at Twin-Rivers and Potter Pond.
TAPERED STEM POINT. A trait with tapering
basal sides, its advent seems to be in the Stone Bowl
age, as it first occurs at all sites in that horizon, and
is at Wapanucket 6. Evidently, it continued in use
during the first half of ceramic times as it occurs in
refuse pits of Stages 1 and 2 at Sweet-Meadow
Brook, and in Stage 2 refuse pits at Green Point.
DIAMOND POINT. There is evidence to suggest
provenience of this trait, sparingly, in late Stone
Bowl days. However, it appears to have been in
greater use during the first half of ceramic times.
It occurs in Stage 1 and 2 horizons at Sweet-
Meadow Brook, and in a Stage 2 refuse pit at
Green Point.
SIDE-NOTCHED POINT. Projectile points having
side-notched bas(ls with wide blades, type # 1,
appear first with Stone Bowl remains at camp site
excavations, and at Oaklawn and Ragged Mountain.
Toward the end of stone bowl quarrying an elon-
gated side-notched· point is in evidence at Potter
Pond and Green Point at junction with the begin-
ning of pottery; also appears at Oaklawn quarry.
Other side-notched types appear throughout all four
stages of ceramics at Potter Pond, and elsewhere.
CORNER-NOTCHED POINT. This type of point
with notching extending obliquely from each basal
corner, apparently, is a late comer. It appears first
in Stage 2 remains at Sweet-Meadow Brook and
continues there through Stage 3. Also, it appears in
a refuse pit off the Barrington Pkwy., East Provi-
dence, R. I. with remains of a Stage 2 pot, large
triangular point, and ceramic elbow pipe.
CORNER-REMOVED #3 POINT. This style of
point, 1W' or more in length with a prominent stem,
was continually in use from Early Archaic days
down through the entire ceramic period. It appears
in Archaic horizons, in Stages 1, 2, and 3 at Sweet-
Meadow Brook, and throughout all four stages at
Twin-Rivers.
CRESCENT DRILL. This implement type is defi-
nitely of ceramic origin. It appears first in Stage 1
horizon at Potter Pond and Sweet-Meadow Brook;
continues through Stages 2 and 3 at the latter site.
It also appears at Eel Brook site in Plymouth in a
refuse pit with bone point and Stage 1 pottery
remains.
PESTLE. Once thought to be diagnostic of corn
harvesting, this trait now appears to have had its
inception in the Stone Bowl Age before introduc-
tion of maize. It appears at Wapanucket 6, C-14
dated 4,300 years ago, and in a Stone Bowl hearth at
Green Point. It continued in use throughout cera-
mics as found at Green Point, and down into
colonial days, as reported by early historic com-
mentators.
HATCHET CLUB. This weapon seems to have
been used in dispatching wounded game, as well as
in military engagements. Named for similarity in
shape to its modern counterpart, usually with a
chipped blade - rarely ever ground sharp - this
implement seems to have displaced the pronged
club with a more or less pointed blade of the Stone
Bowl era. It is found at Twin-Rivers associated
with the ceramic horizon, also at Green Point and
Potter Pond.
TRIANGULAR HOE. This triangularly shaped
implement has a thick oblique base, often with
notching below basal points for hafting, which fre-
quently are lopped off. Because of its proven posi-
tion in the haft, for end attachment at an obtuse
angle rather than for side attachment, it displays
definite characteristics of a hoe. It first appears
with Stage 1 ceramics at Sweet-Meadow Brook, and
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HEW ENGLAND CERAMIC TRIIITJ JJNlJ STAGEJ
OF DEVELOPMENT "'SUGGESTED CHRONOLOGY
Ot)erlappins traits from Sfon~8oUJI /lge indicafeli 11'1 '*
STAGE 4 "-- Historic '" JJ.lJ./600
I. Shape- sem;-globa/a~ or {ulli/obu/ar.
Z. Neck - constricted; surmoante I!fI pressed-outcoJ/ar
with caste/lations; without collar in enatllJe s/(Jm~
J Rim- flat undecorated, at times rounded and scored.
4. Ware- thtlmed,t»ith good tensile sfreng/h.
S Consfru.cf/on- no coilt'ng /n elJidence.
6. Surface-smooth both sIdes, of1m cord-markedolJ.ridt
1 becoraft'on- most(y on collar; chtJJrons wdh linear fill
insj face orcorn effigies, rar~j incisedordenfate-in-/im
8. T~mp~"- ft'ne mt'neral, she/~ sometimes liegefaMe.
STAGE 3 ~ Late Prehistor/c ~ .4fJ. 1400- 1600
t. Shape- cOIToida" somewhat rounded at times.
c. Neck- constricted, rarelg straight; surmoanted, oeca-
sional!!f, hja narrow collar formed off applipu~ rare!!!
elJer is pressed out.
3 Rt'm - flat and e~enl.!J constructedj eJJerted lip at
ft'mes; scored decoration outsid, and sometimes inside
as w,llj top ofrim often is bisected all around u!J
samp tool used fo" neck emop/It'shment
4. Ware-various thicknesses with improlJ,d tenstle sfrel1fflh.
s. Constru. cft'on - coiled, nearperfedion in joining of coils.
6. Surface- smooth or shek-uJiped fi7side; cord-marked,
offen partial!!! smoofhed oll,r outside. .
7. Decora Non - more elaborat/onj incised, d~l'Itate, cordd-sflch
8. Temper- fine mineral, shell, sometimes -vegdalJ/e.
ST/lGE 2 '" Intermediafe ~ II. O. 1000-1400
t. Shape - conOidal pointed 6asp, undercut at !/mes.
z Neck - straigh t somewhat constr/ctfd occluional!JI.
3 Rim -"suallJllla~ ellerted lip, offen scored outside.
4. Ware - fht'ck or fhin far /aqe or smallP<Jfs reJjJedive/!f.
s: Construction - coileel; "mpravetfJoinins of cotis.
6. Su.rfaee- stick-wiped or smooth inside; cord-
marked, or sm~oth, sl'jhfly stick-Wiped outside.
7. Decorafion - Simple motifs on neck; technigufs
inclu.de punctate, fingl'rnailja6s, denfate, trail,~
push-and-pu/~ TocJur-sfamp, and cord-wraPfMd-sfick
8. Temper - med,'um m"neral or shell.
STAGE I - Earlt'est - AD. 300-1000
I Shape- eono/dal, prom ,'nenf pointed base.
2. Neck - /rr~u.lar/;l slrai.Jht
3. Rlin - "rregularl!! roundl'd
4 Ware-relafiJJel,y thick.
S Construct/on-coiled, cads offm wean!!; joined toyefhfl.
6. Surfacp- cord-marked /nslde and outSide.
1No decoration - elemental attempts, end ofperiod.














FIG. 13. CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT STAGES AND CONTEMPORANEOUS LITHIC TRAIT INCIDENCES.
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again in Stage 2 refuse pits at Green Point. Since
it never occurs in Archaic horizons, it is thought to
indicate the advent of maize during the early years
of pottery making before the close of Stage 1
ceramics.
There is now conclusive evidence to show that
triangular stone hoe blades continued in use down
through historic days. In 1679 Jasper Dankers and
Peter Sluyter, who visited the Nyack plantation
situated at the southwestern end of Long Island
near the present site of Fort Hamilton, (from their
journal), report seeing "a stone hoe with a sharp
point" in one of the lodges. Then again, in 1724,
J. F. Lafitau in his book, Moeurs des Sauvages
Ameriquains, Vol. 2, p. 155, Paris, illustrates trian-
gular bladed hoes in use by Huron women planting
corn in the St. Lawrence Valley, probably on the
Richelieu.
CORN-PLANTER. This implement is usually made
from easily worked stone, such as sandstone, shale,
etc. It averages 6 to 7" in length and has one end
chipped to a dull point, while the other end is
either notched for hafting or shaped for a handle.
Specimens first occur at excavated sites associated
with the early development of ceramics, similar to
triangular hoes, and are thought to be conte~­
poraneous. One of Lafitau's women planters IS
using a hand dibble in making holes into which to
. drop kernels of maize. This dibble has every ap-
pearance of being one of the archaeological corn-
planters of the type intended for hand use. With
this historic evidence the corn-planter becomes a
companion agricultural tool to the triangular hoe in
use throughout the entire ceramic development.
CERAMIC PIPE. Usually in elbow form, occa-
sionally straight, pipes of clay began to be made by
the beginning of Stage 2 ceramics. Early experi-
mental attempts, probably, took place at the end of
Stage 1 with the straight form. This is indicated by
a Plymouth recovery of a straight ceramic crudely
made pipe along side an elbow chlorite stone pipe
in a refuse pit containing shell and potsherds. The
plain elbow type appears as transitional between
Stages 1 and 2 at a rock shelter in East Greenwich,
R. I. Also, it appears with Stage 2 pottery remains
. in a refuse pit off Barrington Pkwy., East Provi-
dence, R. I. Apparently, it continued to be made
in various shapes down to historic days, as it
appears in contact graves of those times.
STONE PIPE. Invariably made of steatite or'
chlorite, stone pipes were fashioned first by the
Stone Bowl Makers in three styles: straight, plat-
form, and elbow. Evidence of these styles appears
in the Stone Bowl horizon at Sweet-Meadow Brook,
and of the elbow type in the Stone Bowl horizon at
Titicut. Pipe-forms of all three styles are found in
abundance at Oaklawn Quarry. Elbow and plat-
form types continue into Stage 1 ceramics, as evi-
denced at Sweet-Meadow Brook. Then at the same
site, style changes to the bowl type without stone
stem, but perforated for insertion of reed stem in
Stage 2 ceramics.
GORGET. Presumably, a ground slate pendant
with two or more holes, it first appears in the Stone
Bowl horizon at Potter Pond. It occurs again with
Stages 1 and 2 ceramics at Sweet-Meadow Brook.
NET SINKER, (notched). This implement is re-
stricted to those roughly chipped stones or pebbles,
which have a notch chipped out of two opposing
sides-not pecked. It first appears with Stage 3
ceramics at Sweet-Meadow Brook, and at Green
Point is in refuse pit #18 of 14th century origin.
Quantities of this implement appear in plowed
areas of fishing sites on navigable rivers. For
example, on exhibition in the Bronson Museum are
numerous specimens taken from a Minisink Island
site on the Delaware in northern New Jersey,
associated with a Stage 3 ceramic urn of the
Owasco pre-Iroquoian culture. Since its frequency
rapidly increases in plowed fields, where frequency
of late artifacts is greater than earlier ones, its chief
functional use is believed to have come late. Occa-
sional appearance of similar chipped stones in
archaic times, because of their low frequency, may
represent other uses where quantity was not a
factor.
CONCLUSION
This study of lithic trait relationships to cera-
mic stages of development suggests several interest-
ing postulations. Like all such investigations, certain
interpretations may be possible for those who care
to analyze the evidence with care, and apply logical
reasoning. Of the eighteen traits recorded, including
one ceramic, ten are seen to have overlapped from
the industrial age of stone bowl making, and are
marked on the chart with an asterisk. That is,
these ten are found to have had their origin in the
culture period preceding that of ceramics. Of the
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eight remaining traits, five were probably inspired
by similar traits of the Stone Bowl era, sometimes
with different functional uses. This leaves only
three traits, which may be said to have been new
creations or adoptions: large triangular point,
corner-notched point, and hatchet club. Attempted
explanations for the presence of these traits will be
presented subsequently. But first, it seems fitting
to observe what appears to be an overall conclusion.
With ten definite overlapping traits and five·
others, which seem to be derived from the preceding
age, it should follow that racial continuity is sug-
gested between the Stone Bowl Makers and the
Ceramic artisans who followed. Of course, new
arrivals were doubtless coming into New England
from time to time, so that this racial mixing could
have tended to break down. old traditions with the
introduction of new ideas. However, there were
evidently too few to upset to any great extent
established traits of the former settlers: excavated
evidence reveals but a few innovations, which
might be attributed to such intrusions.
The five traits believed to have been inspired
by inventions of the Stone Bowl era are: crescent
drill, triangular hoe, corn-planter, notched net-
sinker, and ceramic pipe. Because of excavated
evidence, it now seems probable that the crescent
drill, with its concave base in the shape of a
crescent, is an aesthetic attempt to improve the T
drill of Stone Bowl days. This drill with a straight
base occurs with remains of the industrial age, pre-
ceding ceramics.
Triangular hoes follow the shape of triangular
tailing-breakers of the stone bowl quarries at West-
field, Wilbraham, and Oaklawn. These earlier soil-
breakers became so much a part of the industrial
tradition that later-day planters evidently felt
impelled to adopt them for agricultural tools, gener-
ally in smaller sizes.
Similarly, corn-planters, undoubtedly, were de-
rived from spike tailing breakers in use generally
at all steatite quarries, except at Westfield and Wil-
braham, where triangular breakers were in use.
The spike tailing breaker, with its elongated blade
tapering to a spike at one end, seems certain to have
been the traditional type that drove later-day
planters to adopt its modification, the corn-planter.
Evidently, this motivating force was so strong that
the planting stick used in other parts of North
America was rejected in favor of a stone dibble
with a sharpened end.
Notched net-sinkers, found in quantity on
upper levels, may well have been inspired as simple
adaptations of earlier notched stones used for other
purposes, such as line sinkers, clubs, or toys.
When we consider ceramic pipes, usually with
elbow shapes, there seems. no doubt as to their
origin. Stone pipes of steatite and chlorite of the
preceding age must, of course, have furnished the
motive that finally influenced the later-day potters
to try their hand at making ceramic copies.
The three remaining traits, apparently, were the
result of either independent invention or diffusion
from outside culture centers: large triangular point,
corner-notched point, and hatchet club. In the case
of large triangular points, it seems probable from
excavated evidence at Sweet-Meadow Brook that
these wide blades were an outgrowth of wide blade
eared #2 points; also in evidence at Green Point.
That is, with the advent of Stage 2 pottery, the
slightly notched basal points or ears were discarded
as unnecessary for hafting, resulting in the large
triangular point.
Corner-notched points appear to have no early
source in New England; so far have not been found
below Stage 2 horizon. Since they occur in greater
frequency in Pennsylvania and New York State, it is
probable the idea, as well as many of these points,
came from those culture centers. Yellow jasper and
a certain gray felsite, indigenous to Pennsylvania,
from which they are often made, seem to label them
as importations.
Hatchet clubs appear at most sites to follow
pronged clubs of Stone Bowl days. Therefore, they
are presumed to be later-day creations, whose source
is unknown. It may be just a coincidence of human
invention that they assume similar proportions to
our modern iron hatchets. In any event, it is pos-
sible that a connection exists between the latter and
hatchet clubs when their cutting edge is ground
sharp-most specimens have chipped edges only.
This study leads to the conclusion that the
peoples of New England throughout the evolution
of pottery were influenced by a strong impelling
Stone Bowl tradition. Customs of living derived
from perhaps 2,000 years of stone bowl making seem
to have molded the future thinking of peoples. This
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throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Long
Island, long before the knowledge of ceramics
jumped across the Sound and moved up the rivers
of New England. In other words, by the time New
England artisans received information about how
to make pots from clay, the experimental stage of
ceramics had ended.
force was so strong that ceramic descendants chose
implement styles, which had been a part of their
heritage through countless ages, rather than accept
traits from outside culture centers. The one out-
standing exception seems to have been the conoidal
shape of ceramic pots. This was adhered to from
the start rather than the Hat bottomed form with
lugs like the traditional stone bowl of former days.
This may be explained by the fact that the latter
shape had been tried out and found undesirable
~
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AN ENGRAVED STONE FROM MEDUCTIC FLAT,
NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA
NICHOLAS N. SMITH
In the summer of 1954 I was visiting Dr.
Frederick Clarke of Woodstock, N. B., an archaeolo-
gist of some importance in the Province. He was
proudly showing me some of his prized findings.
Among them was an engraved stone, (Fig. 14A)
shows the engraving. The scratched design was of
no significance to him. A short time before I had
read Mallery's Picture-Writing of the American
Indians, 10th Annual Report of the Bureau of
Ethnology, 1888-1889, and it seemed to me that
some of the stones illustrated in it were similar to
this one, so I quickly got the article from my car.
I thought that Figs. 549, 550, and 655 had the same
significance. I have reproduced Fig. 549, and 550
(Fig. 14B and C). Mallery's description of them
follows:
"Fig. 549 gives three examples - only one is
illustrated here - actual size, of a large number of
similar designs scratched on the rocks of Kejim-
koojik lake, Nova Scotia. They were at first con-
sidered to be connected with the ceremonial or
mystery lodges, many sketches of which appear on
the same rocks, and examples of which are given in
Figs. 717 and 718. Undoubtedly, there is some con-
nection between the designs, but those now under
consideration are recognized by the Indians of the
locality as the elaborate forms of head dress some-
times extended so as to become masks, which are
still worn by a few of the Micmac and Abnaki
women. Those women are or were of special
authority and held positions in social and religious
ceremonies. Their ornamental head coverings,
therefore, were insignia of their rank. The modern
specimens seen by the present writer are elaborately
wrought with beads, quills, and embroidery on fine
cloth, velvet or satin, but were originally of skin.
The pattern still used shows some fantastic con-
nection with rock drawings of this class, and again
the latter reproduces some of the tracings on the
ground plans of the mystery lodges before men-
tioned. The feathery branches of trees appearing
on both of the two classes of illustrations are in
modern head coverings actual feathers. The first of
the three figures shows the branch or feather inside
of the pattern, and the other two have them outside,
in which variation the bushes or branches of the
medicine lodges show a similar proportion. The
third sketch, in addition to the exterior feathers,
shows flags or streamers, which in ceremonial head
gear in present use is imitated by ribbons.
If there had been any doubt remaining of the
interpretation of this class of drawing it would be
removed by the presence of a number of contiguous
and obviously contemporary sketches of which Fig.
550 is an example. Here the female chieftain or,
perhaps, priestess appears in a ceremonial robe,
with her head completely covered by one of these
capote masks. The researchers made not only
establish the significance of this puzzling class of
designs, but also show that their authors were of the
Abnaki or Micmac branches of the Algonquin lin-
guistic family."1
Very little has been published on the use of
head dresses or masks by the Malecite, Penobscot, or
Passamaquoddy, although the custom has been
recognized as used by the Micmacs. Apparently,
1. Mallery, Garrick, pp. 425-6, 470
2. Fewkes, WaIter, p. 260
3. Brown, W. W., p. 58
4. Speck, Frank G., p. 147
5. Fewkes, WaIter, pp. 272-3
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FrDm Fl,9. 550 -lOin Ilfll)ua! R"port
Bu.-eau Efhl)ol0,1!1 fB88-8'1
I think that the last two quotations are enough
to show that masks were used by the Passama-
quoddy in former times. The head dress was used
as a definite designation of power. Today the chief
keeps this by wearing a set of feathers on the few
remaining festive occasions. Many museums have
the "Micmac" hat on display, which is of similar
shape and style to those inscribed on the rocks.
These were held in high esteem by the Penobscot.
"These hats are understood to have been proper
only for married women."4 Possibly this idea came
from the old belief of the Passamaquoddy that hair
strings had certain magical powers, "especially in
love affairs." This idea also seems to indicate that
people of power showed such designation by wear-
ing a special head dress. Even women's hair was
thought to be a source of magical power and is
often found in the old stories, now almost unknown,
told to the younger generation of Wabanaki.
I have tried to show that the inscription of the
stone found at the Meductic Flat is similar to those
found in abundance among the Micmac. No one has
reported the custom of wearing masks during serious
ceremonies among the Malecite and there is no
indication of any remnant of such custom among the
Malecite today. This stone does not prove that the
custom was used by the Malecite, although it must
have been known to them as being used by their
neighbors. The Passamaquoddy were originally a
branch of the Malecite, and, although they have
moved to Maine, they still speak the same language
and have most of the identical customs. It is
strange that no one has recorded any use of such
masks as being used among the Penobscot, but we
do find that they used the Micmac hat and that it
suggests certain magical. powers which have per-
haps come down from a custom similar to the Passa-
maquoddy habit of using a head plate.
"In olden times the hair of women was tied with
hair strings which were securely bound toa flat
plate on the outside. This plate was formerly of
shell, or later of metal. To this hair string was
ascribed certain magic powers, especially in love
affairs, and the possession of it was a potent spell."5
or 'women thanking for the chief.' The shawls be-
come the property of the women who dance, and
are treasured trophies. The old custom was to
place masks over their faces. There are none of
these masks in preservation so they use shawls
instead."3
B





Speck was unaware of the custom among the
Wabanaki; as he did not include it in his monogram
on masking among the eastern Indians. Special
head gear has been known to have been used by
the Passamaquoddy. In excavations made at East
Machias, an Indian was found with a copper head-
band and remnant of a woven tiara ... "Mrs. Brown
had a silver head-band similar to those worn in
ancient times on festive occasions, and probably at
dances."2 Mrs. Brown tells us of the use of masks
by Passamaquoddy women: "Then the door was·
burst open, and six women, chosen from among the
visitors, entered dancing. As they passed before the
chief, he threw a shawl over the head of the first
one, the captains throwing shawls over the others.
They danced three times around the room, still
covered, then all present joined in the dance, the
women leading. This is called 'Moee-mayic-hapijic'
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The village of Meductic was the largest of the
old Malecite villages. Unfortunately, it has been
farmed for several generations and so completely
disturbed that no accurate scientific investigation is
possible. Relic hunters have found many items of
interest at this site, which shows that the area wa~
popular long before the European occupation, as
well as after.
Perhaps this stone was the Dup-sko-dgan, or
personal mark of an honored Malecite, who had
been one of the masked female visitors at a Micmac
or Passamaquoddy Chief-Making Ceremony. The
stone may have been used by her as an identification
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
For the benefit of those wishing to excavate a
private site, which has come to their attention, we
have outlined below certain procedural steps to be
taken. Over a period of years, these methods have
proved workable in furnishing necessary data
toward an intelligent interpretation of the evidence
on many sites in this area. However, first, it may
be well to review certain cultural probabilities. In
New England there appear to have existed four
culture periods, clearly identified by a change of
certain artifact traits from one to another. Starting
approximately 9,000 years ago, when man first
came into this area (carbon-14 dating, Bull Brook
site), there followed certain events down through
the ages, some of which have become increasingly
clear, as a result of site excavations to date.
7000 B.C. - Ancient (Paleo) -lowest horizon on
glacial deposits-at Bull Brook, 10-15" below
humus on coarse sand-chief diagnostic is the
fluted projectile point.
4000 B.C. - Early Archaic - horizon just above
in subsoil-important diagnostics are: ulu; oval
atlatl weight;. corner-removed #5, 8, and 9
projectile point types.
2500 B.C. - Late Archaic (Stone Bowl) - horizon
lies at or about "junction" between humus and
subsoil, overlaps part way into each-important
diagnostics include: industrial stone bowl work-
ing tools and stone bowl fragments; grooved
ax; grooved gouge; wing atlatl weight; stemless
and stem knives; eared, corner-removed #7,
small stem, small triangular, and tapered stem
projectile point types.
300 A.D. - Ceramic (Woodland) - horizon is in
humus, usually disturbed by subsequent plow-
ing-important diagnostics are: potsherds;
crescent drill; triangular hoe; corn-planter;
sinewstone; war club prong; large triangular
and corner-notched projectile point types. .
GENERAL EXCAVATING DIRECTIONS
After securing permission to' excavate site in
question, stake out area to be dug in 5 or 6 foot
grids (squares) starting from a base line, and
indentifying squares by consecutive numerals in one
direction, and by alphabet letters in the other.
Next, open face of one grid all the way across,
extending ditch into the subsoil 4 or 5 inches. Then
remove turf from a 15 inch bench across the ditched
end of grid. Now, with straight edged trowel or
sawed-off small hoe carefully scrape surface of
bench. Continue scraping until some artifact ap-
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pears; stone chips may be saved to indicate degree
of occupational evidence.
The next step is to properly record the recov-
ered artifact on a 4 x 6" piece of paper or card, in
order to locate it vertically and horizontally for
purposes of future study in writing up the site.
Ad/facf ~-/llMA~~
{lrt,'Fa"t to grau roots II'
Arft"Fact to junction 3·
Addd"olla/ /II1~asu.tfm('nt.s:
RECORDING DIRECTIONS: Draw around
artifact on paper recording form. Using any suitable
level record depth of artifact from grass roots, meas-
uring to nearest inch. Then record distance from
artifact to "junction"-the demarkation line separat-
ing humus from subsoil, (aptto be irregular). Now
state in which stratum, humus or subsoil, the artifact
appears-if at "junction" so state and record one
vertical measure only, from "junction" to grass root
level.
Should an additional sub-stratum soil deposit
occur below humus, give it a name as a part from
the underlying subsoil, and record additional ver··
tical measures to its top and bottom from artifact,
if it happens to lie in it.
One or more artifacts found in refuse pits
should -have their vertical position recorded by con-
sidering the top surface of the pit as the depth for
all, since this is their level-of-origin along with the
formation of the pit. Show outline of pit in grid




FIG. 15. Sugge.ted 4" x 6" form, .howing method of recording
on ortifoct. It mey be printed or not, o. de.lred.
Horizontal position of artifact in grid may
simply be recorded by placing an X at approximate
place in the square where it is found upon the paper
form (Fig. 15). This should be dated and marked
with the site's name, as well as with the name of
person Hnding the artifact. . All artifacts should be
cleaned when convenient and numbered numeri-
cally, placing the corresponding number on the
paper form for each. India Ink has been found best
suited for marking stone artifacts.
For further instructions for the recording of
stone hearths, and other manifestations, as well as
how to go about accumulating the evidence for
writing up the site, contact our Society Office,
Bronson Museum, Attleboro, Mass., and we will be
glad to help to the best of our ability.
